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New York, January 3, 2022— The results of a new Maru Public Opinion poll conducted 
exclusively for GZERO Media finds that as the new Congress gets down to work, 
Americans are split in terms of what may lie ahead with respect to a divided government 
where the Democrats control the Senate, and the Republicans control the House. 

A majority (59%) of Americans believe it is worse for one party to be in full control of 
both the Senate and the House compared with a minority (41%) who believe it is better if 
that were the case. However, there are distinct differences of opinion on this verdict when 
it comes to political stripe: likely reflecting on the situation prior to the midterm election, a 
majority (68%) of Republicans believe it is worse for one party to be in full control of both 
the Senate and the House with a minority (32%) who take the opposite view, which is 
contrasted with those who are Democrats and believe the full control scenario is better 
(52%) than worse (48%). Independents run along similar lines as Republicans (worse 
66%/better 34%).

Half (51%) believe that a divided government is better for Americans versus the 
remaining half (49%) who say it’s worse to have this type of arrangement. And they are 
almost equally split right down party lines: those who identify as Republicans (54%) and 
Independents (54%) were more likely to believe this is a better scenario than those who 
do so as Democrats (50%), compared with half (50%) of Democrats who believe it’s 
worse as opposed to their Republican (46%) and Independent counterparts (46%).

Bipartisanship can mean many different things to many voters—for some it may be viewed 
as a spirit of across the aisle compromise that is applied to move policy matters forward 
as opposed to being constantly shut down by political solitudes. For others, it can be 
framed in a much more partisan way: getting things done is achieved solely through the 
compromise of a political opponent as opposed to being mutual by design.

Regardless as to how they might interpret the motivations for their choice, a majority 
(69%) of Americans believe it’s more important for this Congress to get things done with 
bipartisan consensus even if it means getting less things done as opposed to getting 
many laws passed by one party alone (31%). The employment of  bipartisanship is more 
likely to be the sentiment of Republicans (75%) and Independents (75%) than for 
Democrats (63%). On the contrary, Democrats (37%) are more likely to side with having 
many laws passed by one party alone than Republicans (25%) and Independents (25%).

And given a similar latitude of interpretation, a vast majority of Americans (83%) indicate 
they’d be more likely to vote for a candidate supporting bipartisanship as opposed to this 
not being the case (17%). Democrats (88%) are more likely than Independents (83%) 
and Republicans (79%) to agree with the view that bipartisanship would make them more 
likely to vote for a candidate, as opposed to the contrary view held by more Republicans 
(21%) than by those who are Independents (17%) or Democrats (12%).
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Americans and a divided government
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Methodology
These are some of the findings from a study released by Maru Public Opinion undertaken 
by its sample and data collection experts at Maru/Blue December 16-18, 2022, among a 
random selection of 1,517 American adults who are Maru Springboard America online 
panelists. For comparison purposes, a probability sample of this size has an estimated 
margin of error (which measures sampling variability) of +/- 2.5%, 19times out of 20. The 
results have been weighted by education, age, gender, and region to match the population 
according to US Census data which ensures the sample is representative of the entire adult 
population of the United States. Discrepancies in or between totals when compared to the 
data tables are due to rounding. For the purposes of this survey, respondents determined 
their own political identify by way of a personal preference choice as opposed to their 
registration.
Panel and data services provider Maru/Blue is deeply rooted in the Maru/HUB technology 
platform and offers on-demand, high-quality, highly scalable online community samples of 
deeply engaged, known respondents. Maru Public Opinion is a professional research 
services channel dedicated to improving its clients' business outcomes. It delivers its 
services through teams of sector-specific research consultants specializing in the use of 
Insight Community and Voice of Market technology. Maru Public Opinion publicly released 
US polls with supporting detailed tables are found here: Maru Public Opinion US Polls. 
Corporate information can be accessed here: Maru Group. Excerpts from this release of 
findings should be properly attributed, with interpretation subject to clarification or 
correction. Maru Public Opinion does not do any work for any political party.
For more information contact:

John Wright
Executive Vice President
Maru Public Opinion
1-332-282-1610
john.wright@marublue.co
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